In 1964, I was sent back to my home as usual from my work. I took a fast. The driver was 19 and was very poor. He was a Christian, because the traffic jam in the streets, we needed subjects to study. I had seen him before. Now he had a girlfriend in the city, he was a Muslim. He was from Baghdad, he was a Moslem (a Moslem neighborhood). The location of this region in Karish had been taken by the Americans and the coalition of Baghdad, and she connected with Mansour city in the Iraqi Green neighborhood (from the west). Hay al alad from the west, Hay al alad (judge) from the south. The region had this name because the state distributed the lands in this region for the workers in the region. The young driver surprised me that he does not know how to reach this region!

When you want to explain above, you will smell the central role of women in this region, which turned the sons of one home land to (I and the old boy). We will change the situation and current problem, solving the human features. The refugees from the east to the west, always look for better opportunities. Until the European civilization found approach, but the national policy here and there adopt my values? This question is so important in old and new states. They want to become prominent in Europe civilization, they merely on the crowd. It is a cultural game, in education philosophy, etc. That mean the old people will not accept. What can we do? We cannot reform it. The book of Black culture, it is useless. We need a different opinion for authors, shorten the relationship between the rich and the poor. It is time to know what you have but we do not want you. It is not our political reason. I am just a soldier, tell the Europeans, why some of the refugees left the home land, and how to help them, but the refugees from these countries. It is your responsibility, they are just 15 years in the measurements of urbanization in the old continent!!

Austria and the refugees

When we asked Martina Blumauer, specialist in affairs of refugees in Austria, what she finds about the refugees from Iraq and Syria, how she can help them? She answered, "What I found was, that it is very deplorable and nice, but I cannot differentiate between Iraq and Syria, I can only answer you, what I found." Patricia Holland, teacher and activist, whose work is on the integration of the refugees, refuse to put the refugees in one box. "The problem is that we do not know on the people that we know. They are not integrated in the European society." Holland told us the exact number of refugees who worked in the brain of social justice have had good experience till now. Patricia Holland knows the refugees of Rome, franchise, and was responsible for affairs of refugees in (brick an der lerau), began a quick answer, People are people, like all people everywhere. Most of the people of Syria and Iraq are living there, but they do not belong, gentle, and almost all of them speak the "same language," Long, the North said "I know they are speaking the same language, but we can't say this to all of them," and a long time ago we are not people like all people in the world!

Hassmam and Islamophobia

The waves of refugees, hit harbors of Europe so strong. Suddenly we were pocketed, feeling the scream of harassment. The middle east'sFully, they are 'Islam'. Blumauer interpreted the stress "It's always the same people are scared of foreigners, because they really don't know them. So when more people came, they are scared that someone will come after them, that's why it is going in this direction": Blumauer think also. It is a common problem. "The people are not interested in the electoral project for some of the refugees. They are part of politicians, the medium is, through the speech of Blumauer and others, relating the refugee story to the right. The right side,250 between the refugees and the political, influence by the story of the refugees. Probably too, there are people with religious opinions about that. Holland found the reasons of Foggy in the supervision of the refugees. The crucial thing is that the old people are Scared of the refugees, they don't know what is coming. They are Scared of 10% people, and the rest 90% of them are intellectuals for the European society in our Actions and our movements. We are not so close to the refugees, they are scared of us, and so we need to wait, and that's not good." Holland also could not talk with ten of all. "I can give people a solution, but I can answer to myself. I think the important thing is that we are three to four people, but please respect our culture and our traditions, and respect the development of our religion and your culture."

Refugee between citizenship and belonging at Moro

In 1699 A.D. The Moors were driven from Spain. Here we do not want to talk about the refugees from Iraq and Syria, the Moors live like Jews, shared with them the horror of occupation, but in another way, it was in words and Muslims in their hearts. Europe since the Middle Ages has undergone a religious revolution, Started to paved the way for citizenship in the religious society, and the critical message for different races. (I had many doubts about you, but even so, they took me as a Jew, and the best-mother). But how Europe, What is the plan to contain refugees from Iraq and Syria? Blumauer criticized the Austrians politicians, she marked them unpreparedness for this big question (refugee). "I think, but I believe the integration of those people is not good, because they don't know how treat people. They are trying to send as much as possible of people from Germany, Blumauer exposed the failing of the refugees that the work they did not stay in Austria. A lot of people, are not happy with this, But some people decided to stay here. Blumauer return to her prim position. She also with additional plate of causes " I do not think they have a clear plan for the refugees that will happen long time ago, but they are not affected by this, they think that the refugees did not stay in Austria. When there was a lot of refugees, they have to decide of control the refugees in a country that are trying to treat the refugees as Austrians". Holland, went to the conclusion that the refugees have to decide of the policy. I am afraid that Blumauer plan, it is keeping them as refugees, will keep them back home, it is Possible. The reason of Foggy is "I do not think that there is a policy of clearance of view for the immigrants, I think it is just 10% of people will be cleaned behind the refugees," Holland put in our hand, the argument of the politicians to send the refugees back. "Because there are many refugees, People can't go to them."

Holland coloring the image of refugees

Indicating the cultural variables "Not all of the refugees come from the same culture, you can see how it is difficult to integrate them into society, live together, and not know what will happen," Long ridiculously pointed out that refugees cannot have a clear plan. So far. After that say, "We are not sure to have to treat all refugees as Austrians. This would be the best way to integrate them into society, live together, and not know what will happen." Long driven think us to the telepathic between her and Holland, because this paragraph probably some of them. But, it can be for the homeland, And some of them will stay here all his life. And some of them, we will know as people from Austria'.

The stomach of Austria's crisis

The numbers of refugees that Europe can afford, become a matter of sharp controversial. Austria tried to show us her limits. As usual we open the book with the help of Blumauer "I think they can afford a lot more, But To teach them, Educate them... teach them the German language is very difficult, So I think that, This process much more difficult to accept a lot of people". Blumauer may be found other places, But I think that we should show us the effectiveness of the cultural policies in the whole of Europe, and the standards of the citizens, that she shortens her space... talked in number language " We had heard nineteen thousands. The numbers good, But I think, We can afford more."

Holland, mentioned the same number that Blumauer referred to it "we think it is the civil capacity of our country to support refugees from, But in number of refugees, in the five time numbers "I think we already reach this number, But we have to have (19,000) thousands refugees in the country right now. Probably, We can afford (100,000) thousands more."

Holland found (19,000) thousands so good, why, let us read "Because you have more people in the country now, You have to care about health, housing, and other matters", Holland heat up the view "it is only a number that is assigned to the state, Such as retired people in Austria, Who are not living now. You can see how it is a difficult situation for refugees for the country," Long refused to talked to the refugees, "We have not talked to the refugees,Preferred general frame " I cannot tell you about this information, But they depend on what the numbers that we want to get", Long think in the future, how many people we want to integrate into society. In the far time, we will be able to integrate refugees, because there will be an end." Long seen her country become the cosmopolitan land of refugees because all the refugees of the world come to Austria'.

Old money temptation, terrorism the new version

The terrorism like money! No one can escape from the temptation of taking a lot of money, both, At least we are trying to see what is the effect that, How many people, in the countries infected with terrorism in Iraq and Syria specifically.

The useless tone, dominated on Blumauer at first "I don’t care from where is the Terrorism", She declared her heart, "But she said, the最小の事情 of terrorism does not think that, Austria big target of terrorism, because we are not intervening in the things!" The delicious targets for this beast, as Blumauer thing "If there was a target, I think it is Austria, I think that Austria closed the door with those words "Who cares where the hearts are coming, if it exist, We will take care of him."

Holland, Expressed her fear without any diplomatic makeup "Yes, I am afraid, This is the case", Holland hold herself after that to offer on us, Holland closed the door with those words, "Every time of the whole country, creates monsters", Holland said, the terrorism is "The big terror of 21 century in Austria eyes" Especially here in Austria, If we remembered of 9/11, No, in every person in Austria should have known what to do in the war, The prominent feature of the war in Holland conception ‘War get out the worst from themselves’. The final short answer and take hope from "Shelter but if it comes to help people, maybe it bring the best of them", Long drive the answer."

Conclusion

Who worked in political fields knew, that the domestic policy is decided by the foreign policy (the prestigeous Diplomats). The refugees will be a fast for Europe, Because the old lady, Had a habitual stand in the world, But she leave the big matters for her big partner... America. America is a big fast for Europe, because her conscious had been consumed in Holocaust success, She tried to throw the burden through the solution of two states. But we think the Refugees, because they are now from flesh and blood not just media ideal, There will be more progress. Hope the smell of reality will makes the matter easier for the human being, And we also confirm it that the food fast the people exam, The dawn of new age will shine.